A sunset is where scarlet, gray and purple hues come in to mingle with the blues; and pink and orange lead the way to say goodbye to one more day.
Sunset
Poem by B. J. Lee

1. What is the meaning of the word **scarlet**?
   - **a.** bright red
   - **b.** dark orange
   - **c.** cloudy
   - **d.** sunset

2. What is the meaning of the word **mingle**?
   - **a.** make a sound
   - **b.** replace
   - **c.** disappear
   - **d.** mix together

3. Write two pairs of words that rhyme in this poem.
   ________________ and ________________
   ________________ and ________________

4. When does this poem take place?
   - **a.** around dawn
   - **b.** around midnight
   - **c.** noon
   - **d.** around dusk

5. Most of the adjectives in this poem are...
   - **a.** at the end of the poem
   - **b.** action words
   - **c.** color words
   - **d.** rhyming words
In the poem, “Sunset,” the poet uses color words to describe the sun setting.

Write your own poem about a something colorful. You might choose to write about a rainbow, a clown, a colorful painting, flowers, or anything you like. In your poem, use as many color words as you can.
Sunset
Poem by B. J. Lee

1. What is the meaning of the word **scarlet**?  
a. **bright red**  b. **dark orange**  
c. **cloudy**  d. **sunset**

2. What is the meaning of the word **mingle**?  
a. **make a sound**  b. **replace**
c. **disappear**  d. **mix together**

3. Write two pairs of words that rhyme in this poem.
   
   **hues** and **blues**
   
   **day** and **way**

4. When does this poem take place?  
a. **around dawn**  b. **around midnight**
c. **noon**  d. **around dusk**

5. Most of the adjectives in this poem are...  
a. at the end of the poem  b. **action words**
c. **color words**  d. **rhyming words**